Corporate Counsel Profiler
Connect with Confidence!

Making Connections to Build Relationships
Are you spending valuable time researching information on corporate counsel only to find it outdated, unverified or incomplete? Now there's a better way to search! Corporate Counsel Profiler, from Wolters Kluwer Legal & Regulatory, is the most comprehensive verified database for North America's in-house legal departments, providing access to thousands of corporate counsel biographies and corporate profiles that can be sorted and extracted in the way that best fits your business needs. Quickly and easily search verified information, create customized lists, generate reports, and link directly to contacts, all within one simple tool. Corporate Counsel Profiler will help you confidently make the connections that build relationships!

Who can benefit from the Corporate Counsel Profiler?
• Large Law Firms - Gain competitive intelligence, connect to grow your practice
• Corporations – Link to peers, stay current on industry trends, identify strategic networking opportunities
• Law Schools – Connect with alumni, seek out internship and recruitment opportunities
• Legal Recruiters - Identify top talent and generate lists for recruitment activities

Your Source for Verified, Comprehensive, and Fast Results!
• Search and browse information on 22,000+ corporate counsel
• Acquire company details from thousands of corporations
• Extract information or email data directly from the tool
• Easily sort information according to your workflow needs
• Create customized lists, generate reports, and link to contacts

Now Available! Full data export of contact information for more than 22,000 corporate counsel. Integrate with your internal contact/sales management systems to better manage leads, target the right people, and zero in on new business opportunities. Updated weekly.*

*Additional charge for data export
Conducting searches on Corporate Counsel Profiler is easy. Simply log in, select your search parameters, and you’ll have results in seconds.

Customize your parameters to select from within dozens of practice areas across multiple states or jurisdictions in a single search. Results can be further refined as needed for more specifically targeting.

You can quickly locate attorneys by name or company.

Link to corporate websites, or email addresses.

Easily print your results or export them into your existing work product.

For more information, visit WoltersKluwerLR.com/CCP or call 800.638.8437 to contact your Wolters Kluwer Legal & Regulatory U.S. representative.